For Non-Exempt (hourly) employees:

How to Carry Forward Task Goals
From Year to Year
All non-exempt employees should carry forward their position’s task goals from the prior fiscal
year to the current fiscal year in the Shark Talent system.
All new hire or internal job change employees should have their new task goals loaded by HRIS
within approximately two weeks of their beginning their new jobs, so the employees know what
is expected of them in their new positions.
All internal employees that change jobs internally during the course of a fiscal year should carry
forward their previous position’s task goals from the prior fiscal year to the current fiscal year,
and end date the goals on the day before the start date of their new position’s task goals.
1. From the My Goals tab, in the dropdown box, select the option Previous Period, then select

Search:

2. When the previous performance year goals are displayed, on the right hand side of the page,
open the dropdown box and select the option Advance:
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3. The goal is advanced to the current performance year:
a. In the box Alignment, the Task Goal is defaulted to Not Currently Aligned.
You do not need to change alignment for a task goal.
b. You can adjust the Start Date if necessary to align with either the beginning of the
current fiscal year, or with the beginning of the new job, whichever is appropriate.
c. You can adjust the goal weight if appropriate; you should discuss goal weights with
your Immediate Supervisor.
d. When you have finished editing the goal, click the option button Submit:
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4. The status of the advanced goal will show as Pending Approval until your Immediate
Supervisor approves the goal.

5. When you have advanced all of your task goals, click the option button Send Approval
Request. This will trigger one email message to your Immediate Supervisor that you have
goals which need to be approved.
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